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Test #1 “Tenses in Active Voice” 

Put the verbs into the correct tense. 
1. He is dizzy. He ___________ (to work) on the computer all night. 2. Peter ___________  (to 
play) football at the moment. 3. He wants to become a footballer when he ___________ (to grow 
up).  4. This time next week I ___________ (to lie) on a beach in Spain. 5. As soon as she 
__________ (to come) home today, she ___________  (to cook) dinner for you. 6. She 
___________  (to call) two hours ago. 7. He can’t find his wallet. He ___________ (to lose) it. 8. 
I am so happy. I __________ (just/ win) the lottery. 9. I __________ (to buy) a new car tomorrow. 
10. Yesterday she __________ (to seal) the letter, __________ (to put) a stamp on it and 
__________ (to post) it. 11. I will call you as soon as I __________ (to arrive) at the airport. 12. 
Next month Maggie __________ (to go) to Australia to visit her brother. She __________ (not/ to 
see) him for 15 years. 13. Milk __________ (to contain) a lot of vitamins. 14. Look! Tom 
__________ (to do) magic tricks. 
 

Test #2 “The Adjective” 
А) Fill in the gaps with the correct form of adjectives in brackets. Add ‘the’ where necessary. 
1. I like living in the country. It’s ______________ (peaceful) than the city. 
2. Steven is _______________ (tall) boy in the basketball team. 
3.  A: Did you like the black dress? B: Yes, but it’s was far ____________(expensive) than the 
blue one. 
4. A: Do you enjoy your job? B: Oh, yes. It’s ______________ (good) job I’ve ever had. 
5. A: How much did you pay for that bag? B: £5. It was  ____________ (cheap) one I could find. 
6. A: Why do you want to go to Spain? B: Because it’s much ____________ (warm) than England. 
7. Last night I saw 1) _____________ (bad) film I’ve ever seen. It was even 2)________ (bad) than 
Rocky IV. It lasted 3)___________ (long) than three hours and, believe me, it was 4)____________ 
(boring) three hours in my life. The acting was dull, and the story even 5) ____________(dull). I 
was very disappointed because I’d left work 6)______________ (early) than usual to see it.  
 

 
ТЕСТИ ДЛЯ КОНТРОЛЮ ЛЕКСИЧНИХ ЗНАНЬ  

Test #1 “Lines in Design” 
І. Match the words with their definitions.  
Vertical line  Straight line   Dashed line   Zigzag line   Path  
Horizontal line  Solid line  Dotted line   Diagonal line       Drawing 

1. ____________________ – a picture or plan made by means of lines on a surface, especially 
one made with a pencil or pen without the use of colour. 
2. ____________________ – a line that is made up of a series of dots. 
3. ____________________ – a way from one point to another 
4. ____________________ – a line that goes in a sloping direction 
5. ____________________ – a straight line that goes from top to bottom or bottom to top.  
6. ____________________ – a line made up of dashes 
7. ____________________ – a line with no curves  
8. ____________________ – a series of diagonal lines joined at ends 
9. ____________________ – a straight line that goes from left to right or right to left. 
10. ____________________ – a line with no breaks 



Test #2 “Web Design” 
І. Choose the correct option.  
1. A barcode that contains information, such as a website address. 
a) QR code  b) JavaScript  c) hyperlink  d) web content 
2. A language used to control the actions of a computer program. 
a) JavaScript  b) markup language c) coding  d) programming language 
3. Software for creating websites without advanced computer knowledge. 
a) web content management system  c) programming language 
b) website wireframe    d) coding 
4. What does not belong to the programming languages? (more than one answer can be correct) 
a) CSS   b) HTML  c) XHTML  d) XSL  e) FTP 
5. If a webpage loads too slowly, then it has poor _____________. 
a) usability  b) visibility  c) content  d) appearance 
6. A good _________________ shows you pages that meet your needs. 
a) search engine b) navigation  c) web development d) website 
7. The designer changed the font to improve the ___________  of the page. 
a) appearance  b) visibility  c) usability  d) content 
8. What do search engines provide for websites? 
a) visibility  b) usability  c) functionality d) appearance 
9. The act of moving from one part of a website to another. 
a) navigation  b) functionality c) searching  d) development 
10. Which part of the design process occurs first? 
a) ensuring top placement with search engines  c) implementing a logical layout 
b) developing the appearance of a web page  d) sending a design to the web development 
team 

 
 


